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Resume: On May 19th 2022, the “Duval group” notified the competition authority its plan to acquire the Blue
Green group. Duval and Blue Green are two operators specialised in the operation of golf courses and online course
reservation platforms. The authority authorised the merger without reservation, following a careful competitive analysis
setting out the legal framework for these new markets.
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real competition. Alain RONZANO talk
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about
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Finally, with regard to vertical effects, the risk

Authority focusses her analyse in fours

of reinforcing two operators was analysed.
Framing the market through the positioning
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of both the golf courses and the reservation

reservation and the competitive analysis

mechanism "upstream and downstream" of

reveals that the merger does not constitute an

the market may lead to a monopoly of the

obstacle to competition. However, this

operator. In order to guarantee the integrity

finding should be treated with caution. The
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future behaviour of the new company may
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seems that TFI-M6 merger this merger

areas would be considerably neutralised and

constitutes a market’s threat.i

would benefit competition. This suggestion
of the authority is way to reduce entity
influence on the market. On condition that
they are followed by the entity under penalty
of future sanctions.
As a result, the Authority, following a careful
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analysis, authorises the merger without

¹ Alain Ronzano : newsletter "L'Actu-concurrence":
² French golf’s federation
³ On September 16 th, announcement of Bouygues and the RTL Group
⁴ On July 17 th 2017 Priceline/Momondo, and October 20 th decision
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